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PROCEDURE SETS
Comprehensive solutions
for health care providers
NEW

Own brand

We are able to supply an

average hospital with

90 %

Being a producer of a wide range of
disposable medical devices, the Company
has been continuously developing its own
brand since 2008. The brand is based on
high quality, reasonable price and reliable
customer service. Zarys is one of the leading
producers of dressings as well as surgical
drapes and sets. Recently the Company
has also started to supply disposable
medical devices for general medicine. The
company’s aim is to become one of the
leading suppliers of medical devices in
Europe and brand awareness is the key to
achieve the desired effects.

of it’s basic single-use

medical equipment

omegapack operating sets
small procedure packs under the deltaset brand
sets and packs are dedicated to a specific operation
or procedure and contain all disposable products
necessary to perform a given medical procedure

BASIC MEDICAL
DEVICES
products for infusion therapy
urological catheters and bags
anaesthesia products
needles and syringes
products for oxygen therapy
suction catheters

Export
Sales expansion to East-Central Europe
markets along with developing export in
other directions fall into the Company’s
strategy of own brand promotion not
only in the Polish market. Apart from
direct contacts with foreign partners,
Zarys brand’s presence is expressed
in frequent participation in international
exhibitions such as Medica or Arab Health.

SURGICAL SETS,
DRAPES AND GOWNS

MEDICAL
GLOVES
easyCARE nitrile
easyCARE latex
easyCARE vinyl

MEDICAL CLOTHING
medical gowns
surgical suits
caps and masks
patient’s gowns
shoe covers and slippers
bed clothes

DRESSINGS
gauze and non-woven dressings
adhesive tapes
special purpose dressings
bandages
adhesive dressings
POP bandages

2- and 3-layer surgical drapes
sterile covers
surgical gowns
universal sets
sets for orthopaedics, gynaecology, obstetrics,
ophthalmology and general surgery

Empowered by tradition.
Inspired by the future.

Why us?
We have 29 years of experience in medical field
We offer the widest choice of disposable medical devices in Poland and export them to more than 30 countries
Very wide range of our products enables us to offer complex solutions to our clients
Our medical equipment warehouse is one of the largest and most modern storage buildings of this type in Central-East Europe
We select our products very carefully and scrupulously with special attention paid to current needs, comfort, quality and convenient availability
We have individual approach to each of our clients
Coordination of each order is a responsibility of one particular employee only, which guarantees smooth course of the transaction
We manufacture products under our own brand
We offer medical devices from top world manufacturers
We hire qualified specialists
We implement unique solutions to guarantee the highest quality of customer service
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CONTACT
Zarys International Group sp. z o. o. sp.k.

ul. Pod Borem 18, 41-808 Zabrze, POLAND
e-mail: zarys@zarys.com.pl
Land lines:
+48 32 376 07 00, +48 32 376 07 01, +48 32 376 07 02, +48 323 76 07 06
Mobile phones:
+48 518 130 314 - Baltics, CIS, Central Europe, Scandinavia
+48 531 743 734 - Balcans, Far East, Western Europe, Americas, Australia
+48 533 331 695 - Middle East, Africa
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